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Abstract: The high temperature creep behavior of carbon nanotube (CNT)/alumina was mediated by the

surface chemical functionalization used for synthesis of composite powders. Non-covalent functionalized carbon

nanotubes make composites ductile, but covalent approach leads composites that are creep-resistant. Oxygen

vacancy mechanism is proposed to account for this mediation effect in this communication.
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Introduction

Superplasticity relates the ability of polycrystalline
solids to demonstrate extremely large elongation dur-
ing stretching at elevated temperatures that are much
lower than the melting point of the crystal [1]. It is well-
known that lattice dislocation slip that is the dominant
mechanism of plastic behavior in metals is suppressed
in ceramics. High Peierls barrier for lattice disloca-
tion slip in ceramics often account for their brittle char-
acter [2]. However, previous works on nanocrystalline
or ultra-fine micro-crystalline ceramics show extraordi-
nary elongation up to 1000%, indicating that the poten-
tial application of plastically forging process in industry
could be realized in ceramics [3].

Two dynamic and concurrent processes are proposed
during plastic flow of ceramic grains: cavity formation
and process to accommodate grain boundary sliding.
Grain boundary sliding produces fresh surface absorb-
ing mechanical energy. Stable interfaces merge at triple
points and form cavities if dislocation motion or volume
and surface diffusion of atoms can not accommodate

them [4]. Therefore, superfine grain of ceramics lim-
ited dynamic grain growth during forging is regarded
the optimum condition to achieve the superplasticity,
and has been reflected in the phenomenal creep equa-
tion developed by Mukherjee et al. [5]. Small grain
size realizes the short dislocation motion distance and
the matter transportation distance across the surface
or through volume, thus benefits the accommodation
process.

Besides by controlling the grain size, superplastic
flow behavior of ceramics at low temperature can also
achieved by engineering their grain boundary. For the
solid-state-sintering (SSS) ceramics whose grain bound-
aries have no liquid phase, their diffusion creep rate
largely relates to the density and type of vacancy near
the surface of grain. Dislocation will move along grain
boundary to annihilate and generate vacancies. This
interface-reaction-controlled creep becomes dominant
when the creation/annihilation rate of vacancy or at-
tachment/detachment of atoms is lower than diffusional
transport rate [6]. However, the effective approach to
engineer the grain boundary of SSS ceramics is needed
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to be developed.
Recently, Huang et al. reported that addition of

small amount of BN nanotubes (BNNTs) (0.5 wt%)
into alumina and silicon nitride ceramics made them
more ductile at moderate temperatures than corre-
sponding pristine ceramics [7]. The static grain growth
in the as-sintered BNNT/alumina and the following dy-
namic grain growth after compressive deformation are
dramatically inhibited. For example, in the respective
0.5 wt% BNNT/ceramic composites, un-deformable
alumina ceramic shows promising superplastic behav-
ior even at as low as 1300℃ without crack formation;
Nanocrystalline silicon nitride ceramic deforms plas-
tically much easily and exhibits a true stress as low
as 20 MPa. The stress concentration near triple-point
boundary was efficiently relaxed by deformable BNNTs
locating on the grain boundary, which was proposed
as the reason of slow grain growth. Also, dissolution-
precipitation process on the fresh interfaces must be
blocked by BNNTs, which leads to inevitable cavita-
tion phenomenon.

In the nanocrystalline ceramics, cavitation effect will
be balanced by the sliding of ultrafine grains that fill
the cavities that are formed as shown in superplastic sil-
icon nitride ceramics when average diameter of BNNTs
is comparable to grain size. Interestingly, Zapata-solvas
et al. [8] reported the 10 vol% single walled carbon nan-
otube (SWCNT) /alumina ceramics are about two or-
ders of magnitude more creep-resistant when compared
to a pure alumina (0.5 μm in grain size), and attributed
this seemingly conflicting result to partial blocking of
grain-boundary sliding by SWCNTs. Authors proposed
that the tension existed in the SWCNTs alignment on
the grain boundary must impede the sliding process,
thus a high stress is needed to realize the dislocation
slip. However, Bataille et al. [9] have given solid ev-
idence that the presence of 1.3 wt% of carbon in the
alumina greatly reduces the grain growth both in as-
sintered and deformed ceramics. The initial flow stress
in the carbon-doped alumina is about half of that with-
out doping under the strain rate of 10−4/s at temper-
ature of 1400℃. This enhanced plastic flow behavior
of alumina by adding graphite particles is similar to
results unraveled in BNNT/alumina composites. The
conflict investigation conduced by Zapata-solvas et al.

may due to the grain size of alumina and the original
source of carbon nanotubes which control the intrinsic
creep behavior of composites. Also, the content and dis-
tribution of CNTs in the as-sintered alumina ceramics
impact the grain boundary sliding mechanism during
deformation.

In this communication, we report that the creep be-
havior of alumina can be mediated by CNTs through
different surface functionalization approach that is used
in the initial synthesis of composite powders. Non-
covalent functionalization-dispersed CNTs made the

alumina ceramics more deformable, but acid-treated
CNTs, on the contrary, enhanced the creep-resistance
ability of the matrix. A tentative oxygen-vacancy-
defect controlled mechanism was proposed in the final
discussion.

Experimental

Powder preparation

For non-covalent functionalization samples, CNTs
(Nanostructured & Amorphous Materials Inc.) and cel-
lulose sodium lignosulfonate (SLS, Aldrich) were mixed
in de-ionized water and sonicated in an ultrasonic pro-
cessor (Cole-Parmer) for 45 min, followed by sonica-
tion in ultrasonic bath for 1 h. Alumina nanopar-
ticles (150 nm, Taimei Chemical Co., Japan) were
first dispersed in de-ionized water with pH adjusted
to a value of 3 through sonication process in ultra-
sonic bath. The CNTs solution was added dropwise
into the alumina solution under vigorous stirring to
form a stable CNT/alumina sol solution. Finally,
poly(ethylenenimine) (PEI, Mw ∼750,000, Aldrich) so-
lution was used to cross-link as-prepared composite sol
solution, and agglomerated composite particles soon
settled down to the bottom of the beaker leaving clear
supernatant that is easy to be filtered. The composite
particles were rinsed in de-ionized water, and then in
ethanol before the electrospinning process. For cova-
lent functionalization samples, CNTs were refluxed in
concentrated HNO3 solution at 180℃ for 8 h. Then,
CNTs mixed with alumina powders following the same
procedures described above.

High energy ball milling treatment was performed
in a WC vial set fixed in a mixer (8000 series mixer,
SPEX, USA). The weight ratio of WC ball and powder
is 2:1.1 wt% polyvinylalcohol (PVA) was used in case
of particle agglomeration during ball milling.

Sintering of ceramics

In this study, consolidation of ceramics was per-
formed with a Sumitomo SPSS-825S furnace. Small ce-
ramic cylinders with the diameter of 9 mm and height of
6.5 mm were first sintered at temperature of 1200℃ for
5 min. A pressure of 65 MPa was applied when temper-
ature reached 600℃ as measured by pyrometer through
a side hole in the center of graphite die.

In-situ forging

The forging operation was also performed in the
spark plasma sintering (SPS) furnace. A bigger graphite
die with diameter of 19 mm was used to provide enough
space for radial expansion during compressive deforma-
tion. In detail, small ceramic cylinder was put between
plungers and was near center of big graphite die. Pre-
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pressure of 10 MPa was applied to the samples in the
beginning and switched to 65 MPa when temperature
reached 800℃. The load was kept constant until the
target temperature had been held for 2 min. Force and
displacement as the function of time were recorded in
the SPS computer system.

Characterization

The morphologies of fracture surfaces of ceram-
ics were examined by a scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) (XL 30-SFEG, FEI/Philips, USA). The phase
and anisotropic grain alignment were identified in X-
ray diffraction spectrometer (Scintag XDS 2000 powder
diffractometer). The thermoluminescence (TL) mea-
surements were performed on Ris∅ TL/OSL-DA-15 au-
tomatic reader (Ris∅ National Laboratory, Denmark)
with an integrated 90Sr/90Y beta source.

Results and discussion

The sintering and forging setups are shown in
Fig. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. Figure 1(c) illustrates
real objects of as-sintered and deformed 1 wt% non-
covalent functionalized carbon nanotube/alumina (NC-
CNT/alumina) ceramics. It is worth noting that no
crack was found in the rim of forged ceramic, demon-
strating the excellent ductility. The CNT/alumina
composite powders were synthesized according to our
previously reported methodology in that CNTs were
non-covalent functionalized (NC-CNTs) [10]. Covalent-
functionalization of CNTs (C-CNTs) was performed ac-
cording to the commonly accepted method in which
CNTs were refluxed in the boiled HNO3 solution at
180℃ for 8 h. C-CNT/alumina composite powders

Sintering

(a)

(b)

(c)

Forging

Composite

As-forged
composite

Fig. 1 Graphite die setup for small ceramic cylinder sin-
tering (a) and subsequent forging (b). Real objects of as-
sintered (left) and deformed samples (right).

were synthesized following the same steps as the pro-
cedure for NC-CNT/alumina composite powders. All
products obtained have high relative density over 99%.

High-energy-ball-milling (HEBM) technique is an ef-
ficient way to activate the surface atoms of ceramic par-
ticles and to enhance their sintering ability [11]. Mean-
while, the 1.5 wt% NC-CNT/alumina ceramic starting
from HEBM-treated alumina powder presents a better
plastic flow behavior when compared to ceramic using
as-received alumina powders as shown in Fig. 2(a). The
displacement rates of ceramics originated for HEBM
and as-received powders are 0.08 mm/s and 0.02 mm/s
in the temperature range from 1250℃ to 1400℃, re-
spectively. Surface activation by HEBM technique ben-
efits the matter transport along the grain boundary
since more bulk and surface defects are generated. The
stored strain energy in the distorted particles may pro-
vide an additional driving force for both consolidation
process and grain boundary sliding, favoring the sinter-
ing ability and flow capability at high temperature as
observed in Fig. 2(a). More interestingly, surface func-
tionalization of CNTs in the initial composite powder
preparation played a decisive role in the final creep be-
havior of ceramics. HEBM treated alumina powders
were used in the following composites as described be-
low. In 2 wt% alumina composites, NC-CNT one illus-
trates an obvious superplasticity behavior, but C-CNT
sample shows a remarkable creep-resistance property
(Fig. 2(b)). No macroscopic edge cracking was observed
in either of these two as-forged samples. NC-CNTs
are attached by lignosulfonate molecules composing of
phenylpropane group through π − π interaction [10].
On the contrary, the sidewalls of C-CNTs are highly
destroyed in the acid solution, and the density of oxy-
gen atoms deriving from hydroxyl and carboxyl groups
grafted on the sidewall and on the tip is much higher
than that on NC-CNTs. In other words, C-CNTs can
be regarded as oxidized CNTs.

To understand whether the oxygen interfere with
the deformation process, the C-CNT/alumina pow-
ders were thermally treated in nitrogen environment
at 600℃ and 900℃ before sintering in SPS furnace.
Although the exact temperatures at which the hydroxyl
and carboxyl groups are reduced were not fully inves-
tigated, scientists have used annealing process in inert
atmospheres to eliminate the oxygen atoms on the sur-
faces of CNTs and carbon fibers. Toebes et al. [12]
found that surface oxygen density of 2.8 atoms/nm2

in oxidized carbon fibers will be decreased to 0.06
atoms/nm2 through annealing at 700℃ in N2 atmo-
sphere. Consequently, the 2 wt% C-CNT/alumina com-
posites gradually transformed their creep-resistance be-
havior back to plastic behavior as NC-CNT/alumina
does (Fig. 2(c)). The sample undergone annealing at
990℃ achieved a final compressive strain (calculated
from the displacement record) of 0.53 that is a little
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Fig. 2 (a) Time dependence of displacement and temperature recorded during forging in 1.5 wt% NC-CNT-doped alumina
materials using HEBM treated and as-received alumina powders. (b) Time dependence of displacement and temperature
recorded during forging in 2 wt% alumina (HEBM) materials doped by non-covalent and covalent functionalized CNTs.
(c) Creep behavior transition in 2 wt% alumina (HEBM) materials doped by C-CNTs through high temperature annealing
approach. (d) Partial time dependence of displacement of 2 wt% alumina (HEBM) materials doped by non-covalent and
covalent functionalized CNTs in the temperature ranging from 1300℃ to 1400℃.

lower than the observed value of 0.66 in 2 wt% NC-
CNT/alumina counterpart (Fig. 2(b)). This discrep-
ancy is likely due to the de-activation of HEBM-treated
alumina powders during thermally annealing at high
temperature. The displacement rates of NC-CNT and
C-CNT composites were calculated to be 0.094 mm/s
and −0.002 mm/s (Fig. 2(d)). The negative displace-
ment rate in C-CNT/alumina sample can be attributed
to its thermal expansion.

The two distinct creep behaviors in alumina ceram-
ics doped by two different CNTs emphasize the impor-
tant role of surface chemistry of CNTs on the final me-
chanical properties of composites. CNTs have a large
specific surface area, and thus their surface functional
groups become notable in controlling the surface de-
fect chemistry of grain boundary in ceramics. CNTs
have no tendency to react with alumina under atmo-
spheric pressure even at temperature of 1600℃ ac-
cording to theoretical prediction by Gibbs reaction free
energy. However, under some extreme conditions, car-
bon atoms will diffuse into alumina lattices or form new
phases through interaction with defects. In particular,
our previous study demonstrated that the pulsed cur-

rent in SPS furnace destabilized the structures of CNTs
and carbon atoms seemingly enter into alumina lattices
as analyzed by Raman technique [13]. According to de-
fect chemistry, carbon atoms on the surface of CNTs
have a high possibility of displacing the lattice position
of aluminum or oxygen on the surface of neighboring
alumina grain. Two doping mechanisms have been pro-
posed in a previous report; either of them will lead to
the formation of oxygen vacancy defect [14]. One sup-
poses a positive bivalent carbon substitutes a positive
trivalent aluminum atom, and a half an oxygen vacancy
will form in order to preserve the electrical neutrality
(Eq. (1)). Another possible mechanism is that a nega-
tive quadrivalent carbon atom takes place of a negative
bivalent oxygen atom and another oxygen atom had to
leave to provide room for doped carbon atom (Eq. (2)).

C + Al2O3(lattice) → (C+2

Al+3)
− + 1/2V ••

O (F center)
(1)

C + Al2O3(lattice) → (C−4

O−2)
2− + V ••

O (2)

The defects such as (C+2

Al+3)
− and V ••

O , or their defect
complexes may enhance the deformation process. This
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charge-compensation doping effect has been discussed
by Xue et al. [15] in the zirconia system. NC-CNTs can
be a carbon source at the high temperature and under
vacuum condition (5 Pa), and promote the V ••

O genera-
tion during deformation. However, C-CNTs are coated
by O-containing functional groups, and these oxygen
atoms annihilate the oxygen vacancies or even prohibit
their formation (Eq. (3) and Eq. (4)).

V ••

O + −CCNT − OH →

− CCNT + Olattice + 1/2H2 (3)

2V ••

O + −(HO)CCNT = O →

− CCNT + 2Olattice + 1/2H2 (4)

Oxygen vacancies in alumina grains can be quan-
titatively detected by thermoluminescence (TL) tech-
nique since this defect has capability to trap the high-
energy electron irradiated by calibrated 90Sr/90Y beta
source [16]. This excited electron trapped by oxy-
gen vacancy (F color center) will go back to the low-
energy-state at a characteristic temperature, and re-
lease the energy in the form of photoluminescence that
can be detected. Through this optical approach, we
will explore the relationship between the creep behav-
ior and the chemical defect on the grain boundary. In
fact, these CNT/alumina samples present different in-
tensity of thermoluminescence. NC-CNT/alumina ce-
ramic emits TL more strongly than C-CNT/alumina
does (Fig. 3). The shift of characteristic TL peaks in
NC-CNT/alumina ceramic to high temperatures means
that the oxygen vacancy may form defect complexes
with other forms of defects (such as (C+2

Al+3)
−) that

are more thermodynamically stable than isolated ones.
Obviously, HEBM-treated alumina provides enormous
activated surface atoms and defects that increase the
possibility of formation these dopant-defect complexes.
The above tentatively proposed oxygen vacancy model
may explains the conflicting results in the carbon-doped
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Fig. 3 Thermoluminescence of CNT/alumina samples
showing their oxygen vacancy concentrations.

alumina and SWCNT/alumina, Zapata-Solvus et al.

used a highly-oxidized CNTs in their powder prepa-
ration [8], but Bataille et al. introduced carbon parti-
cles by graphitization of polymer in the vacuum con-
dition [9]. The later graphite material contains much
less oxygen atoms than acid-oxidized CNTs. These re-
sults again address the importance of surface chemical
functionalization of CNTs in mediating the resultant
mechanical properties of composites even at high tem-
perature.
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Fig. 4 XRD patterns of as-forged 2 wt% NC-CNT/alumina
ceramic taken on the top surface (a) and on the side surface
(b). (c) and (d) XRD patterns of as-sintered ceramics. All
spectra are normalized at the (012) peak for easy compari-
son.

Interestingly, the as-forged NC-CNT/alumina
demonstrates an anisotropic character in the X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns. The intensities of pris-
matic crystallographical planes or plans having low
interplanar angles to prismatic planes, such as (101̄4),
(0006), (112̄6), (101̄0), are largely enhanced in the
top surface of as-forged 2 wt% NC-CNT/alumina. In-
stead, the intensities of base plane or planes having
high interplanar angles to prismatic planes, such as
(112̄0), (112̄3), (303̄0), are enhanced. The spectra of
as-sintered 2 wt% NC-CNT/alumina taken on the top
surface and side surface are also investigated. No visi-
ble difference is observed in them, indicating that the
anisotropy feature in the as-forged sample is not due
to the field effect during SPS sintering.

The textured microstructures of as-forged samples
can be further identified in their fracture surface
(Fig. 5(a) and 5(b)). Platelet-like grains align together
and are parallel to the compressed surface. It is hard to
observe the CNTs in the 2 wt% NC-CNT/alumina ce-
ramics due to the high density of pulsed current during
SPS sintering, which has been discussed in our previous
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5 SEM images showing fracture surfaces of as-forged NC-CNT/alumina (a) and (b), and of C-CNT/alumina ceramics (c)
and (d). Crack propagation mode in as-forged NC-CNT/alumina, the maximum indentation stress should be perpendicular
to (e) or parallel to (f) prismatic plane of platelet grains. White arrows indicate the direction of maximum indentation stress.
The bars are 2 μm.

report [13]. Moreover, no visible void can be noticed
in between the grain boundary that is consistent with
fact that as-forged products are still fully dense. The
‘brick-wall’ structure of alumina grains is consistent to
the XRD results. The platelet grains lay down and
stack up with their prismatic surfaces perpendicular to
load applied during forging. On the contrary, most of
CNTs are finally preserved both in as-sintered and as-
forged 2 wt% C-CNT/alumina ceramics (Fig. 5(c)). It
seems the compatibility between CNTs and alumina
grains is poor (see arrowed CNT in Fig. 5(d)). CNTs
are pulled out from grain boundary after deformation,
indicating the weak interface bonding between them.
The alumina grains also became coarse after forging and
plenty of voids formed. It can be reasonably proposed
that oxygen atoms on the surface of oxidized CNTs di-
minished or retarded the formation of oxygen vacancy
defect, which may lead to the lowering of the diffu-
sional transportation of aluminum atoms. Also, surface
oxidization of CNTs increases their electrical resistiv-
ity, which reduces the detrimental pulsed current den-
sity during SPS operation and explains the resultant
structural stability of CNTs. The textured structure
in as-forged NC-CNT/alumina ceramics can be a very
promising method to improve the fracture toughness
through mechanism of crack deflection. Actually, the
crack propagation was impeded by platelet grains if the
stress direction is perpendicular to the prismatic planes
(Fig. 5(e)). It is clear that the way by which the frac-
ture energy was absorbed is either through fracture of
platelet grains or crack deflection along the basal planes

aligned to the crack propagation direction. When di-
rection of indentation stress is parallel to the prismatic
planes, the breaking of platelet grains become impos-
sible since shear stress is much easily deflected along
these short base planes and continues the crack prop-
agation along prismatic planes (Fig. 5(f)). In either
case, the textured microstructure multiplies the route
to absorb mechanical energy and will contribute to the
improvement in fracture toughness.

Figure 6(a) shows a special set of plungers ma-
chined out to test the superplastic forming ability
of NC-CNT/alumina ceramics [17]. A 1 wt% NC-
CNT/alumina ceramic was pre-sintered in SPS furnace
at temperature of 1200℃ for 5 min. Fully dense ce-
ramic was then shifted into graphite die and was held

(a) (c)

(b)

Fig. 6 (a) and (b) Superplastic forming process for making
ceramic with complex shape. (c) A final shaped ceramic
displayed on one cent.
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between patterned plungers (Fig. 6(b)). The superplas-
tic forming operation was also performed in the SPS
furnace and under the same condition as the in-situ
compressive deformation test. A half of final shaped
ceramic is displayed in Fig. 6(c). The smooth appear-
ance of rim and surface of product demonstrates excel-
lent ductility.

Conclusions

In conclusion, carbon nanotubes being chemically
functionalized by non-covalent and covalent meth-
ods can mediate the high-temperature creep behav-
ior of resultant CNT/alumina composites. The creep-
resistance property in the alumina composite filled
by oxidized CNTs switch to excellent superplasticity
when CNTs are replaced by non-covalent functionalized
ones. An oxygen vacancy model is proposed and quan-
titatively analyzed by thermoluminescence technique.
The microstructure of as-forged CNT/alumina ceram-
ics demonstrates an anisotropic grain growth feature,
which has an implication for improvement in fracture
toughness.
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